
bricolage
/ˌbrɪkəˈlɑːʒ/
noun
(in art or literature) construction or creation from a diverse range of available things. 

I based my thesis in thoughts about society and culture. I believe that our culture needs to change, in order to tackle the 
issues of  sustainability and capitalisms’ reliance on growth. After reading “The Myth of  Progress” by the philosopher 
Georg Henrik von Wright, I understood more about how everything is tied up together, and that ever since the enlight-
enment, our culture has believed that through technology and knowledge we will be able to handle the problems of  the 
world. That way of  seeing the world is what I have been brought up with, and reading this really made me question the 
way we think. 

Another book I read before starting with the thesis was “The Savage Mind” by the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, 
in which he tries to show how the human mind works with the same structure, how it is part of  being a human. He 
explains how the minds structure is closer to the analytical thinking, and argues that all dialectical thinking stems from 
the same structure. 

These two books aligned my way of  working and thinking. I wanted to create something sustainable through a pro-
cess of  thinking that was more towards the analytical thinking, working with what was avaliable, solving problems in a 
hands-on way, and always evaluating and expanding on the architectural potential in how I solved the problems.  

The method I chose was to start off  with seeing all the free giveaways on the website blocket.se as my construction ma-
terial, and try to improvise around them, even though there might not be any construction material up for free. I started 
with cataloging the website and brought some of  the items over to the school for full scale experimentation. 
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process

The process started with with searching blocket for free things.



process

Catalogising



The first experiment was on he issue of  structure. In the start of  the project, 
what was given away for free was almost only furniture, mainly shelving, 
built with varying quality. Most of  them were cheap IKEA furniture, out of  
chipboard. Staggering the planar elements, it was easier to fix them, and a new 
direction appeared. The wall that I started building had both the materials’ own 
direction and the direction of  the staggering in it. 





 The finding generated a plan, tested in 1:1, that was built upon the 
two directions, or orthogonal systems. Windows seemed to fit in at 
the corners of  the spaces, using the side walls to reflect the light, and 
naturally creating diagonals that seem to expand the space. 



1:10 model



The site for the project was chosen to be the cheapest lot avail-
able within Stockholm County on blocket.se. The site is situated 
on the outskirts of  Stockholm county, 2 km east of  Gnesta, 
southwest of  Stockholm, but still reachable with commuter 
train. 

The site is very rich, it gives a lot to work with; clay, a stream of  
water, an old stone foundation. 





By spring, more small batches of  construction material appeared 
on blocket. 



plan, 1:50 (A3)

drawings



section, 
1:50 (A3)



elevation, 
1:50 (A3)



Nsite plan, 
1:300 (A3)



Zuppinger Water 
Wheel
The Zuppinger water wheel is the most effective breast-
shot water wheel, as suited for the sites’ relatively small 
fall of  water.
 
Water wheels don’t need complex controlling of  water as 
turbins do, which make them easier to build. 

A free bathing barrel is the base of  the wheel, with 
additions of  paddles made of  wood. The wheel is 
driving a generator located in the basement, which 
becomes the main source for electricity.

features



Rocket Mass Heater - 
combustion unit

The rocket heater uses an insulated heat riser to burn the 
wood in the most efficient way possible, with almost no 
smoke; close to nothing of  the wood is wasted. 



Rocket Mass Heater - 
thermal mass
To be able to take care of  the extreme heat that the rocket 
heater delivers, a big thermal mass is needed. The heated air 
is passed through a long exhaust tube, which heats up the 
rammed earth wall, the heart wall of  the house, before shoot-
ing out of  the chimney, relatively cold, and smokeless. 

Dry stone wall foundation
Using the stone at the site, the foundation is a dry stone wall. Some parts of  the 
building utilizes the part of  the foundation for the old mill that is still left. 



Rammed Earth
Using rammed earth is close to the core of  the thesis: 
to use what is available, and invest with time and labor 
instead of  money. 

The site is neighboured by farms, and is surrounded with 
good, clay-rich soil. 

I attended a workshop held by Svenska 
Lerbyggarföreningen, where we together made a piece 
of  a rammed earth wall. 

Rammed Earth 
- model making
I built my own form-work for my rammed earth wall in 
1:10. I made it to function as it would have in full scale, to 
really understand how the material and building process 
works. The fact that it took so much time is something 
that I see as a lesson that you have to deal with when 
considering building with rammed earth. 



Coppicing

Coppicing is a traditional method, where young tree 
stems are repeatedly cut down to near ground level. 
Many new shoots will emerge, and after a couple of  
years, the coppiced tree is ready to be harvested. 

Most of  the lot is occupied by coppiced poplar. If  the 
own grown wood would be insufficent, there is always 
a lot of  wood for free on blocket. A roof  under which 
the wood will dry is placed on the upward slope on the 
other side of  the stream. In the stairs there are ventilated 
storage boxes, close to the door, where the last, smaller, 
indoor box is placed. 



model photos

upward diagonal



downward diagonal



roof  structure 



facade detail



rammed earth thermal mass



ceiling structure handling the greatest span;
yin and yang, order and chaos



sliding form for rammed earth.
after use they have been placed in the garden as seating, or a small bridge over the stream



site model, 1:200



1:1 starting point



details, testing, getting in to the right thoughts


